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WHY, HELLO THERE!
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Thank you so much for downloading this quick primer on my Superfans
System: a proprietary process I've developed over many years of working
with businesses and brands – large and small – that wanted to increase
their revenues and referrals by building a more loyal audience of customer
advocates. 

In the following pages, I'll briefly introduce my definition of a "superfan"
and give you a very quick overview of my five-part Superfans System. Then,
I'll share a few pages of exercises designed to help take you through the
first five steps. Let's get started! 

BRITTANY’S FOUR-PART SUPERFAN DEFINITION
Superfans can't be bought. They're loyal customers who create more
customers for your brand. My definition of superfan includes four
distinctive criteria: 

a customer who over-indexes in their affinity for a brand,
product, service, or entity, thereby increasing the likelihood

they will advocate on its behalf as part of everyday life

Customer or
Collaborator

Over-Indexing
Affinity

Advocating on
Your Behalf

As Part of
Everyday Life

They've worked
with you and

their experience
is applicable to

someone seeking
a referral for

what you
do/sell. 

Their
experience with
you was great

and they
therefore really
like you. Think
NPS scores of

10.

They aren't
afraid to

share their
opinions

about why
you are great.

They provide
real, organic

opinions. They
aren't affiliates,

paid
influencers, or a
hopeful contest

winner.
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HOW ARE SUPERFANS
CREATED?

In marketing, the "why" and "who"
are always, always more important
than the "how". The "why"
represents your story. The "who"
represents your customer's story. 
And, until you master both of those, the "how" (your marketing channels,
advertising mediums, etc.) will never matter because it cannot be effective
without the first two resonating.

I've developed the following five-part process – the Superfans System – to
help sales and marketing profesionals develop the superpower of creating
superfans. The five steps are as follows: 

S U P E R
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Superfans are created at the
intersection of your story
and every customer's story.

Start With
Your Story

Understand Your
Customer's Story

Personalize
& Connect

Exceed
Expectations Repeat!

In the following pages, we'll dive into "S," start with your story. For more
exercises and tips, sign up for my newsletter and subscribe to my blog. I
hope you'll find these exerecises helpful in defining your superpowers!
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I'm always amazed by how many
professionals can't quickly and concisely
articulate to me why they're the best in
their market at what they do. If you aren't
sure why you're the best – or can't put it
into simple terms for someone else to
understand – how in the world will your
customers ever trust that you are? And, if
they aren't sure you're the best, they
certainly aren't telling their friends that
you are. 

The exercises on the following pages are
designed to help you get super-clear on
your story. This is your "why." Remember,
the "why" (your story) and "who" (your
customer's story) are indefinitely more
important than the "how."

Whether you're crafting a social post,
making a phone call, or designing
marketing materials, the "why" and "who"
should always be front and center and
your mind. This is how you build a brand
and present your story confidently and
consistently to the world.

START WITH
YOUR STORY
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“Discover your uniqueness and learn to exploit it in the service of
others, and you are guaranteed success, happiness, and prosperity.” 

— Larry Winget
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If you aren't memorable, you won't get referrals, and you likely
won't get repeat customers either. How many times have you
forgotten the name of a service provider and simply Googled to
find another the next time you needed the same service?

Being different in a stand-out way is a great first step to being
memorable. Before we key in on your story – your ultimate
superpower – let's spend a bit of time working on being different
and memorable.
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QUESTION #1
I am different than my competitors because: 

I am articulating that difference in a way my customers readily
understand and value in by:

QUESTION #2

I'm making sure my customers remember by name – and the great
experience they had with me – after the transaction is complete by:

QUESTION #3

MEMORABLE & DIFFERENT
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Great work! Now, let's keep going! Customers don't just choose
companies, they choose people and they want to understand the
intersection between the company and the person. Let's begin to
explore these connections now.
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My company is the best in the world at:
QUESTION #4

DEFINING YOUR SUPERPOWER

I love being a part of my company because:
QUESTION #5

My team excels beyond all others in the following areas:
QUESTION #6

The superpower I personally bring to my team is:
QUESTION #7
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How do these elements all come together? As part of your unique
story, the one that makes you uncopiable!
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SELLING YOUR SUPERPOWER

My superpower and my team's strengths combine to help my
customers by:

QUESTION #8

I am articulating these strengths to potential customers on social
media by:

QUESTION #9

The one word or phrase I would use to best describe my
professional superpower is:

QUESTION #10

How often is the word or phrase in Question #10 currently showing
up in customer reviews, and why?

QUESTION #11
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Good news: You don't (necessarily) need to reinvent the wheel! You've just
go to be authentic. But, you can pull inspiration from others. Use the
prompts below to record companies and brands who've connected their
story with yours over the years, inspiring you (or turning you into a
superfan!) in the process.
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QUESTION #12
A brand I'm inspired by is:

BORROWING FROM THE BEST

QUESTION #13
Its story resonates with me because:

QUESTION #14
I first heard the brand's story
when:

QUESTION #15
I've shared the brand's story with
others when/because:

QUESTION #16
I follow/don't follow the brand
on social media because:

QUESTION #17
A lesson I can apply to my own story
from this brand is:
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YOUR STORY SET LIST
You should now have a clear understanding of your brag-worthy
superpowers and easily be able to explain to any potential customer why
you – and not one of your competitors – are the right choice.

Now that your story is in good shape, let's work on the stories that help
illustrate this superpower. Just as a band has a set list of songs they can
pull out in any order depending on the situation, it's a good idea to write
down 8-10 story triggers to have in mind so that you can share the right
ones strategically with customers as needed.

These should be a mix of "greatest hits" stories from both your professional
and personal life that you can make sound spontaneous when the situation
arises. They could be funny, poignant, pivotal, or even embarrassing . But,
most of all, they should be memorable and support your core story
narrative.

For example, when I talk about obsession with the phenomenon of
superfandom, I can relate it to the story of my first job as a radio-station. 
mascot, setting a Guinness World Record in college, going on tour with a
band when I was 18 years old, etc. I've practices short, medium, and long
versions of each story to help forge a connection with the right customer
at the right time. 

MY "GREATEST HITS" STORY SET LIST INCLUDES:
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"IF YOU’RE NOT SERVING
THE CUSTOMER, YOUR
JOB IS TO BE SERVING

SOMEONE WHO IS."

Jan Carlzon

"CUSTOMER SERVICE IS JUST A
DAY-IN, DAY-OUT ONGOING,

NEVER-ENDING, UNREMITTING,
PERSEVERING,

COMPASSIONATE TYPE OF
ACTIVITY."

Leon Gorman

"WE SEE OUR CUSTOMERS AS INVITED
GUESTS TO A PARTY, AND WE ARE THE

HOSTS. IT’S OUR JOB EVERY DAY TO MAKE
EVERY IMPORTANT ASPECT OF THE

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE A LITTLE BIT
BETTER."
Jeff Bezos

"THE
CUSTOMER'S

PERCEPTION IS
YOUR REALITY."

Katherine Zabriskie

"BEING ON PAR IN
TERMS OF PRICE AND
QUALITY ONLY GETS
YOU INTO THE GAME.

SERVICE WINS THE
GAME."

Tony Allesandra

"KNOW WHAT YOUR
CUSTOMERS WANT

MOST AND WHAT YOUR
COMPANY DOES BEST.

FOCUS ON WHERE
THOSE TWO MEET."

Kevin Stirtz

"DON’T TRY TO TELL THE CUSTOMER
WHAT HE WANTS. IF YOU WANT TO BE

SMART, BE SMART IN THE SHOWER.
THEN GET OUT, GO TO WORK, AND

SERVE THE CUSTOMER!"

Gene Buckley

"EVERY
GREAT

BUSINESS IS
BUILT ON

FRIENDSHIP."

JC Penney

"CUSTOMERS DON’T
EXPECT YOU TO BE

PERFECT. THEY DO EXPECT
YOU TO FIX THINGS WHEN

THEY GO WRONG."

Donald Porter

"THE MORE YOU ENGAGE WITH
CUSTOMERS, THE CLEARER

THINGS BECOME AND THE EASIER
IT IS TO DETERMINE WHAT YOU

SHOULD BE DOING."

John Russell

"MAKE A
CUSTOMER,

NOT A
SALE."

Katherine
Barchetti

SOME SUPER QUOTES
TO INSPIRE YOU
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Did you know that feeling unappreciated is the number-one reason
customers switch service providers? Or that customers will spend 17%
more money to do business with a company that offers great customer

service?

Those are only a few of the things I dig in to in my free ebook, The
Superfan W.A.V.E. Whether you're a solopreneur, CMO of a Fortune 500, or
somewhere in between, this guide contains ideas and action items you can

implement right away to help your team create loyal, repeat customers.

Download it for free today and you’ll be well on your way to understanding
how to make every customer feel Welcomed, Appreciated, Validated, and

Engaged.
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LOOKING FOR MORE
SUPERFAN INSIGHTS?
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Brittany co-founded, scaled, and successfully exited The Superfan
Company, a fan engagement company whose roster included Walmart,
Disney, Amazon, Luke Bryan, Katy Perry, and more under her eight-year
leadership. She has been named to Advertising Age’s 40 Under 40 list, Inc.’s
35 Under 35 list, and Billboard’s 30 Under 30 list.

She is a summa cum laude graduate with a B.A. in communications from the
University of Central Arkansas, and she holds an M.S. in marketing from
CUNY Baruch’s Zicklin School of Business.

She has been studying, researching, and writing about the phenomenon of
fandom for nearly two decades … and even longer, if you count her years as
a radio-station mascot, which she considers the “front lines” of fandom
research!

Brittany Hodak is an international
keynote speaker and award-
winning entrepreneur. She is
widely regarded as the go-to
source on customer engagement
and retention and teaches
leaders to cure apathy by
harnessing the power of
superfandom.

She has been invited to speak to
organizations across the world
including American Express,
WeWork, Inc. and the United
Nations. She has published more
than 350 thought-leadership
articles for media
including Forbes, Adweek,
and Success, and has been
featured on CNBC, Bloomberg,
NBC, CBS and Shark Tank.
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WANT MORE
CONTENT LIKE

THIS?

Then, hit me up on socials @BrittanyHodak and
tell me what you're a superfan about!

SIGN UP FOR MY FREE NEWSLETTER
AT BRITTANYHODAK.COM!

https://www.facebook.com/BrittanyHodak
https://twitter.com/BrittanyHodak
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brittanyhodak/
https://www.instagram.com/brittanyhodak/
https://www.instagram.com/brittanyhodak/

